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Very sincerely yo^irs,

nay 7th, 1942

» Our Jewish technical men, engineers', architects ;

scientists anl industrialists in America could ha!y‘dly'.,.'J‘;

find a better and mo'^e fittinm way to heir solve the'
'

problem of Jewish refugees than by safeguarding the exi-
stence of the Institute, especially in these difficult
times

.

Let me thanh you and all those who höwe helped
to build up this new organi zat ion, by saying that it is
a real joy ^or me to hnow that you and other technical
men participate in this work. I fo^ my rart will give 3

^ 01.1

all help possible.

\UYH /
/'

r.Lazaru, s Whi te ,L":’es ident
^

154 hassau 3tr.
New York Cit 3r

Dear Nr.Vhite:

I am happy to extend to 3/0 u my greetings
on the occasion of the Second Anniversar 3/ of our
Societ 3^. You know with what interest I have followed-
the fortunes of the new organization and I can say
that you have accomplished a grea.t deal in a short
spexe of time,

* * •
*

. * • .

,
- *

The Hebrew Institute of Technolog 3
?' in Haifa

is one of the key positions to the development of in-
dustries and ever

3
/’ kind of practical work in Palestine

and hence for the settlement of great numbers of Jews,
who, as we expect, will find a haven in Palestine after
this terrible wax.













Die kinder benutzen nicht die

Lebenserfahrungen der Eltern;

die Nationen kehren sich nicht

um die Geschitchte. Die schlechten

Erfahrungen müssen immer wieder

aufs Neue gemacht werden.

Children do not use the life's

experiences of their parents: Nations

do not concern themselves with history.

The unfortunate experiences of the

past must always again be relived.





RE: EINSTEIN

Die Kinder Benutzen nicht

die Lebenserfahrungen der Eltern;

die Nationen kehren sich nicht

um die Geschichte. Die schlechten

Erfahrungen müssen immer wieder

aufs Neue gemacht werden.

Children do not use the life*s experience

of their parents; Nations do not concern

themselves with History. The imfortunate

experiences of the past must always

again be relived.
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EINSTEIN, ALBERT
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German-American Phys
Profefjjjg^.

1879

Date of Document

Contents of FoMpr Autogr. formul a

on positions, velocities and

interspersed with remarks in

folio. BiographyGerman

Portrait, Explanatory note by

Note: Professor Daniel Q. Posin





/J2LS

An Elementary Derivation

:e of Mass and Energy

mrt finitein Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J,

The following derivation of the law of equivalence which has not been

published before, has two advantages. Although it makes use of the principle

of special relativity, it does not presume the formal machinery of the theory

but uses only three previously known laws:

( 1 ) The law of the conservation of momentum.

(2) The expression for the pressure of radiation; that is, the momentum
of a complex of radiation moving in a fixed direction.

(3) The well known expression for the aberration of light (influence of

the motion of the earth on the apparent location of the fixed stars

—

Bradley).

We now consider the following system. Let the body B rest freely in space

with respect to the system Ko. Two cömjpkxes of radiation S, S’ each of energy

A

K

K< » ><

X

move in the positive and negative xo direction respectively and are eventually

absorbed by B. With this absorption the energy of B increases by E. The body

B stays at rest with respect to Ko by reasons of symmetry.

Now we consider this same process with respect to the system K, which

moves with respect to Ko with the constant velocity ^ in the negative zo direc-

tion. With respect to K the description of the process is as follows:

z A

A

/ 2^

S'

^ X





EINSTEIN, ALBERT. Autogr. formulae on positions, velocoties and energies
of physical systems, interspersed with remarks in German« l^pp«, folio«
No place, probably written during the early time of his emigration«.
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Prof. Daniel Q. Posin is Professor of Physics

at De Paul University. He was sent a copy of

the enclosed material for analysis, and he states

that the material deals with positions, velocities

and energies of physical systems.
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The body B move^ in the positive z direction with velocity/|^. The two coni-

plexes of radiation now have directions with respect to K which make an angle
with the X axis. The law of aberration states that in the first approximation

^ ,
where c is the velocity of light. From the consideration with respect

to Ko we know that the velocity ^of B remains unchanged by the absorption of

S and S’.

Now we apply the law of conservation of momentum with respect to the

2 direction to our system in the coordinate-frame K.

I. Before the absorption let M be the mass of B; is then the expression /^
of the momentum of B (according to classical mechanics). Each of the com-

plexes has the energy- ~ and hence, by a well known conclusion of Maxwell’s

E
theory, it has the momentum — . Rigorously speaking this is the momentum

of S with respect to Ko. Flowever, when
^

is small with respect to c, then th^t/!ü

momentum with respect to K is the same except for a quantity of second order
a“ g

of magnitude ( N comp, to 1 ) . The z-component of this momentum is

sin hr withsufficient accuracy ( except for quantities of higher order of mag-

1 RT
2c Of S and S’ together therefore have a momentum E ^

in the z direction. The total momentum of the system before absorption is

therefore

M/+I
II. After the absorption let M’ be the mass of B. We anticipate here the

possibility that the mass increased with the absorption of the energy E (this

IS necessary so that the final result of our consideration be consistent). The
momentum of the system after absorption is then

We now assume the lav/ of the conservation of momentum and apply it

with respect to the z direction. This gives the equation

l zr

/ ^

M^+ I Ifr tzrjzr-

or

M’—M= -TT.
c"

This equation expresses the law of the equivalence of energy and mass. The
E

energy increase E is connected with the mass increase—^. Since energy accord-

ing to the usual definition leaves an additive constant free, so after suitable

choice of the latter we fnay write for short

E = Mc^

\y-
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ALBERT EINSTEIN

1879 - 1955

German-American physicist and mathematician^was born in Ulm
,
of

Jewish parentage. He studied at Zurich^and became a Swiss citizen.

While holding a post in the Swiss Patent Office at Bern^, he issued^in

1905^his first statement on the theory of relativity, later expanded

in his General Theory of Relativity . This wrought fundamental changes

in the theories the physicists held on the universe.

Einstein became professor of physics, first at Zurich, then at Praguf},

In 1914 he was made Director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute at Ber-

lin-Dahlem. His international fame increased as his work in relativit'^

and his development of Planck *s quantum theory^ were defined by other

scientists. He received the Nobel Prize in physics in 1921^ after con-

firmations of his predictions of the nature of light were observed at

the solar eclipse of 1920.

He published his great work on the Unified Field Theory in 1929,

seeking to embrace mathematically the laws of magnetism and gravit-

ation into a single formula, a combination of Maxwell *s lav^s on electro-

magnetism and light^and Newton’s laws on gravitation.

Einstein left Germany shortly before Hitler came to power in 1933.

The Nazis stripped him of his German citizenship^which he had acquired

when he became Director of the Kaiser Ullhelm Institute. Nations vied

with each other to honor him. He became Head of the School of Mathe-

matics at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton.

He was called one of the eight immortals of history,J}i/t he was an

unassuming man. His violin was his chief form of recreation.. His

chief extracurricular interests were pacifism and Zionism.





EINSTEIN, MICMELSON, AND THE “CRUCIAL” EXPERIMENT 187

But Michelson was well known to be no friend of relativity, the destroyer of

the ether. Like so many, he was convinced that his own ill-fated experiments

were the basis for the theory, and he explained the route in a talk given in 1927

:

The Michelson experiment had led Lorentz to propose the transformations, and
“these contained the gist of the whole relativity theory.”^"'® Einstein reminisced

later, “He told me more than once that he did not like the theories that had
followed from his work,”^*^® and he said he was a little sorry that his own work
started this “monster.”^ Michelson was now seventy-nine years old, weak after

a serious stroke that had first forced him to his sickbed two years earlier. The
picture taken on that occasion (Fig. 1) shows the frail old man, standing next

Figure 1. Michelson, Einstein, and Millikan at the California Institute of

Technology, winter 1931. (Second row: W. S. Adams, W. Mayer,
M. Farrand.) Courtesy Bernard Jaffe and Doubleday ir Co., Inc.

to Einstein, with his usual erect dignity on this last public appearance; but he

was marked for the death that came three months later.

Among others present at a grand dinner in the new Athenaeum on 15 January
1931^^® were the physicists and astronomers C. E. St. John, W. W. Campbell,

R. A. Millikan, W. S. Adams, R. C. Tolman, G. E. Hale, and E. P. Hubble, as

well as Mrs. Einstein and two hundred members of the California Institute

Associates. Millikan set the stage with his opinion concerning the characteristic

features of modern scientific thought ( it takes, “as its starting point, well-authen-

Michelson, in “Conference on the Mi- 158 jLe proceedings were published in

chelson-Morley Experiment,” p. 344. Science, 1931, 73: 375-381. All quotations
156 Shankland, “Conversations,” p. 57. below are from this source unless otherwise
157 p. 56. identified.

JSfS, So









CATALOGUE

?

^ropertp of Victor jfranL, <£öq.

. ^
175 Einstein (Albert, scientist) Interesting series of 9 typed Ls.s. in

/ German to Professor Simon Frank (formerly professor of philosophy in St.

Petersburg and Moscow ). 10 pp., Ato, Berlin. 8 April 1929 to 12 Xovember 1930.

)vith one three-line autograph note and three small autograph corrections

V Almost entirely concerned with Einstein's attitude to the Soviet regime.
In the spring of 1929 he was approached both by White Russian and by Soviet

emissaries. The former sought his support for a charitable scheme on behalf of
impoverished refugees, the latter wanted him to encourage emigre scientists and
others to return to Russia. He turned to Professor Frank for advice. In the

earlier letters Einstein tries to maintain an impartial balance between White and
Red. He sees the tragedy of historical developments and he is aware that “no
bridges can be built over the abyss of suffering”, but he looks upon the Soviet

regime as fanatical rather than evil. Only in the last letter, after more and more
evidence of political trials had begun to reach Western Europe, does he agree

that Professor Frank has been right all along:

, . . the Russian authorities are for political reasons putting innocent men to death on
false charges, in order to find scapegoats for their own failures ... I need not tell you that [

absolutely condemn these methods. And I am convinced that no good goal can possible be
reached by them . . . (partial translation]
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Princeton N.J’.^Jiüy 20,1969
112 I'^rcer Str.

i.^lr,Bera Dibner
Burndy Library
Norwalk, Conn,

Dear Lr, Dibner

J

In reply to your inquiry of ^uly 25th I enclose

a copy of a Sotheby Catalogue of 196? which gives you

the data about Professor Simon -*^rank. The latter's son

apparently sold the letters and we i[ere able to secure

copies of the handwritten on<^from the buyer, a Japanese

dealer. As 1 have the original carbon copy and the xerox-copy

of the letter of May 2,1929 in the files I am returning the

copy you sent me with my thanks.

The ”'\^erein" mentioned in the letter is, or was, the

"Verein der itussischen Juden im Auslände". Professor Linstein

had been asked to lend his name to some charity-undertaking of

that society and -not knowing much about it-had asked Professor

Prank for information.

I hope this information is of service to youj thank

you also for offering your own services. I may some day avail

myself of them,

lours

Helen Dukas

end.







Fresiaent o± the Royal Commission for the Paris
Universal Exhibition of 1878. He thanks Huntly for
his work as a member of the International Jury. He
is having prepared a copy of the List of Awards,
however, he wishes to further express his gratitude
by sending his portrait, "as a personal mark of our
connection in the work of the Paris Exhibition,
which has been attended with such satisfactory
results

.

54. EDWARD VIII. King of England; abdicated. ALS,
l-l/2pp., 8vo, Magdalen College, Oxford, November
19, 1912. To Madame Bricker. Fine early letter,
written in French, mentioning that he enjoys the
life at Oxford very much. $45.00

D3I
55. EDWARD VIII. Unusually fine reproduction of a
sketch of Edward, 5-3/4 by 4-1/4 inches, plus wide
margins, bearing a large bold signature in a light
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Kay 5,1046

Wattenioerg
154 Kassa.li Str.
Hew Yorlc 7,K.Y.

Dear I„r. '^'attenberg:

I hcive written a sKort paper (a,l)ont 2 pa.ges)

for 37-our yea^r-Kook, containing an elementary proof

for the mass-energ 3^ forraula which has not Keen puhlished

before and which seems to me interesting. I shall

send it to you as soon as viy assistat,nt has translated it

into Ynglish.

Albert Einstein.





ALBERT EINSTEIN BERLIN W, d@m 2. Mai 1929
HABERLANDSTR. 5

Sehr geährter Herr Professor Frank!

loh danke Ihnen sehr fär die freundliche

Aufklärung in Sachen des russischen Vereins, nach der ich mich

vollständig gerichtet habe. Ich bin überzeugt, dass ich vorher

von verleumderischer Seite schlecht beraten war.-

Eückwanderungsfrage haben grossen Eindruck auf mich gemacht,

besonders das resignierte Anerbieten, selbst als Versuchsob-

jekt zu dienen. Die ganze Tragik dar Entwicklung sieht man

blitzartig vor sich auftauchen und man begreift, dass es über

die Abgründe der Leidenschaft keine Brücken gibt, ias Sie als

Schlechtigkeit und Tyrannei empfinden, ist weihrscheinlich Fa-

natismus in Verbindung mit Misstrauen. Jedenfalls aber sehe

ich, dass ich mir von den Schwierigkeiten einer solchen Aktion

keine richtige Vorstellung gemacht habe,-

Bs grösst Sie freundlichst und mit bestem

Dank für Ihre unbeschrankte Aufrichtigkeit

Ihr

Ihre leidenschaftlichen Ausführungen zur





April 9,1948

Kr* Judah Wattenherg
American Technion Sopiety
1§4 N as sau Str*
New York 7,N.Y.

Dear Mr* Watt enh erg;

I am very sorr^f not to he ahle to write the

article you requested* I have simply not the time to

write something worthwhile and I do not wish to write

something mediocre*

Y^ours very sincerely,

Albert Einstein





NovemlDer 5,1943

Mr. Judah Wattenher^
154 Nassau Str.
Mew York City

dear Mr. Wattenhergs

I cannot quite agree with your inter-

pretation of Mr. Zemurray * s letter of ßlctoher 20th*

It seems to me that he does not wish to become Co-

Chairman of the Kisch Memorial Committee and, therefore

I cannot write him again insisting on his acceptance.

If your believe that really only modesty was the cause

of his refusal and that it would be possible to win

him over for the chairmanship this could be done only

through oral conversation*

Sincerely yours,

Professor Albert Einstein





THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

PRINCETON, NEWJERSEY

I c.y

I , r • Jud a"^! . V 1 1. enlo 6 rg

1. J as s 8JIT. ^

York 7 jd: . Y-

Dear : r.YattenDerg:

^enclosed I an returning tne proofs^ I agree -Ti uu

the suhstitntion of fo:.’
" conr-le::” if it seems

pi-sferrahle to ])r. 3t&rrow. ( i have not co -Tectecl 'chs v;ord in

the -roofa I agree too nith the snhstitutiol. of "momenturi"

10 r ” impul s e i!

The only thing I have corrected in the proof was

to substitute V for the letter g as sign for the velocity.

The reason is that the use of g for a velocity is contrarjr

to usage {in my manuscript I have used the letter a - not g).

I have now substituted v to avoid any possibility of confusion

Sincerely yours,

Albert Einstein.





June 22 1946

T'.raJndah v/^- ttenioerg
jii i 1 0 r 5 T .

ciin i on Jon :cnal
154 Jasean Jtr.
Ken York Cit^ /

V-

Dear T r. vattenKergs

fiank ^7-on yein^ mich for nonr luetifiod
Xj‘ 1/ \J

reinarl: in 2"our letter of June 2rth. It nonId he

good if 3rou nonld he kind enoTigh to nake the correction

in the copies not yet railed« I '^pho' -'eYerj this should

rake too micli trouhle the correction could cilso he left

to the und ers tooid inn reader.

in c e re 1 -\r ours «

.^Ihert -'-iinstein.

. #

h.





June 9,1947

l.r. Judah Wattenherg
154 assail Str,
New York 7,N.Y.

i-* e a r Id? . Wa 1 1 enh e rg s

Mv sincere thanks for the seeds from
c/

Palestine you v/ere so kind to send me. I sha-11 try

to gire them occasion for further development. I am

glad that the Technion has developed at least as well

as my s 3/mholic contrihution to it.

;7i th kind r egard s

,

sincerely yours,









/f5T)

-

A/':.









EINSTEIN, ALBEIRT (1879-1955) Famous physicist (Theory of
Relativity)

Autograph Gorrecpopdence Card, signed in German to

Frau Weineck, Prague (1925) £8/8/-
Rpgretting that he could not handle the business she

r» -j^orked v/ith Dr. Ladislaus Neineck
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J anuai^r 8th, 1947

1

''

I)r. Walter Dill Scott
Chahrm8.n Editorial Board
Deleon’s Encyclopedia
153 11 • II i ch i gan Ayenu e

Chice^go 1,111.

^^y dear Dr. Scott;

I arn sending you enclosed the s.rticle about the theory

of relativity as agreed upon. I should he obliged, however, if

you would agree to some modification with regard to the mode of

payment, i'-y assistant. Hr. Ernst G. Straus, has made the English

translation from the original German text a.nd I have promised

him 100 ^ for his work. I should be obliged, therefore, if you

v/ould send me ^ 400.- and % 100.- directly to Hr. Ernst G. Straus,""

Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton N.J.

I have to apologize for the fact that the article is

somewhat longer as you have requested. But I found it absolutely;'

impossible to give a clear idea of the m_atter in a shorter tim,e

Ojnd in a simple language

Yours very sincerely^,

Gilbert Einstein

end •
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The Essence of the Theory of ßelati isSd—

.

Albert Einstein

Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton,

Mathematics deals exclus ively with the relations of concepts to

each other without consideration of the objects of experience. Physics too

deals with mathematical concepts; however, these concepts attain physical

content only by the clear determination of their relation to the objects of

experience. This in particular is the case for the concepts of motion, space,

time •

The theory of relativity is that physical theory which is based on

a consistent physical interpretation of these three concepts. The name "theory

of relativity" is connected with the fact that motion from the point of view

of possible experience always appears as the relative motion of one object

with respect to another (e.g., of a car with respect to the ground, or the

earth with respect to the sun and the fixed stars). Motion is never observa-

ble as "motion with respect to space" or, as it has been expressed, as "abso-

lute motion." The "principle of relativity" in its widest sense is contained

in the statement; The totality of physical phenomena is of such a character

that it gives no basis for the introduction of the concept of "absolute mo-

tion"; or shorter but less precise; There is no absolute motion.

It might seem that our insight would gain little from such a nega-

tive statement. In reality, however, it is a strong restriction for the (con-

ceivable) laws of nature. In this sense there exists an analogy between the
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2

theory of relativity and thermodynamics. The ]

li

tive statement: There exists no perpetuum mobj

The ]

The development of the theory of relativity proceeded in tvro steps,

“special theory of relativity” and “general theory of relativity. “ The latter

presumes the validity of the former and is its consistent continuation.

il. Special theory of relativity.

Physical interpretation of space and time in classical mechanics.

Geometry, from a physical standpoint, is the totality of laws accord-

ing to which rigid bodies mutually at rest can be placed with respect to each

other (e.g., a triangle consists of three rods whose ends touch permanently).

It is assumed that with such an interpretation the Euclidean laws are valid.

Analytic geometry (Descartes) uses as the body of reference, which represents

space, three mutually perpendicular rigid rods on which the “coordinates” (x,

y, z) of space points are measured in the known manner as perpendicular projec-

tions (with the aid of a rigid unit-measure).

besides its place coordinates x, y, z, a time value t. The latter was considered

measurable by a clock (ideal periodic process) of negligible spatial extent.

This clock C is to be considered at rest at one point of the coordinate system,

e.g., at the coordinate origin (x = y = z = O) . The time of an event taking

place at a point P(x, y, 2.) is then defined as the time shown on the clock C

simultaneously with the event, here the concept “simultaneous“ was assumed

as physically meaningful without special definition. This is a lack of exact-

ness which seems harmless only since with the help of light (whose velocity

“Space“ in this interpretation is in principle an infinite rigid body (or ske-

leton) to which the position of all other bodies is related (body of ‘reference)

.

Physios deals with “events“ in space and time. To each event belongs.
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is practically infinite from the point of view of daily experience) the simul-

taneity of spatially distant events can apparently be decided immediately.

The special theory of relativity removes this lack of precision by

defining simultaneity physically with the use of light signals. The time t

of the event in P is the reaoiing of the clock C at the time of arrival of a

light signal emitted from the event, corrected with respect to the time needed

for the light signal to travel the distance. This correction presumes (postu-

lates) that the velocity of light is constant.

This definition reduces the concept of simultaneity of spatially

distant events to that of the simultaneity of events happening at the same

place (coincidence), namely the arrival of the light signal at G and the read-

ing of C.

Classical mechanics is based on Galileo’s principles A body is in

rectilinear and uniform motion as long as other bodies do not act on it. This

statement cannot be valid for arbitrary moving systems of coordinates. It

can claim validity only for so-called ’’inertial systems”. Inertial systems

are in rectilinear and uniform motion with respect to each other. In classical

physics laws claim validity only with respect to all inertial systems (special

principle of relativity)

,

It is now easy to understand the dilemma which has led to the special

theory of relativity. Experience and theory have gradually led to the convic-

tion that light in empty space always travels with the same velocity c inde-

pendent of its color and the state of motion of the source of light (principle

of the constancy of the velocity of light — in the following referred to as

”L”principle”) . Eow elementary intuitive considerations seem to show that the

same light ray cannot move with respect to all inertial systems with the same
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velocity c. The L”principle seems to contradict the special principle of

relativity.

It turns out, however, that this contradiction is only an apparent

one which is based essentially on the prejudice about the absolute character

of time or rather of the simultaneity of distant events. We just saw that

X, y, z and t of an event can, for the moment, be defined only with respect

to a certain chosen system of coordinates (inertial system). The transforma-

tion of the X, y, z , t of events which has to be carried out v/ith the passage

from one inertial system to another (coordinate transformation) , is a problem

which cannot be solved without special physical assumptions. However, the

following postulate is exactly sufficient for a solution: The L-principle

holds for all inertial systems (application of the special principle of rela-

tivity to the L-principle). The transformations thus defined, which are li-

near in X, y, z, t, are called Lorentz transfornmtions . Lorentz transforma-

tions are formally characterized by the demand that the expression

. 2 ^, 2^.

2

2,^2dx + dy + dz - c dt ,

which is formed from the coordinate“differences dx, dy, dz , dt of two infi-

nitely close events, be invariant (i.e., that through the transformation it

goes over into the same expression formed from the coordinate differences in

the nev/ system)

.

With the help of the Lorentz transformations the special principle

of relativity can be expressed thus; The laws of nature are invariant with

respect to Lorentz-trans format ions (i.e., a law of nature does not ohan.ge its

form if one introduces into it a new inertial system with the help of a Lorentz

transformation on x, y, z, t).

The special theory of relativity has led to a clear understanding
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of the physical concepts of space and with this to a

i^ecognition of the behavior of moving measuring rods and clocks. It has in

principle removed the concept of absolute simultaneity and thereby also that

of distant force in the sense of hewton. It ha.s shown how the laiAr of motion

must be modified in dealing with motions that are not negligibly small as

compared with the velocity of light. It has led to a formal clarifica.tion

of Maxwell’s equations of the electromagnetic field; in particular it has

led to an understanding of the essential oneness of the electric and the map;-

netic field. It h^s unified the laws of conservation of impulse and of energy

into one single law and has demonstrated the equivalence of mass and energy.

From a formal point of vievtr one laay characterize the achievement of the spe-

cial theory of relativity thus; it has shown generally the role which the

universal constant c (velocity of light) plays in the lav/s of nature and FaS-s

demonstrated thiat there exists a close connection between the form in which

time on the one hand and the spatial coordinates on the other hand enter into

tihe laws of nature.

B. General theory of relativity .

The special theory of relativity retained the bs.sis of classical

mechanics in one funds-raental point, namely the statement; The laws of nature

are valid only with respect to inertial systems. The ’’permissible'* transfor-

mations for the coordinates (i.e., those which leave the form of the laws un-

changed) are exclusively the (linear) Lorentz-transformations . Is this re-

striction really founded in physical facts? The following argument convinc-
it

ingly denies •

rrinciple of equivalence. A body has an inertial mass (resistance

to acceleration) and a heavy mass (which determines the weight of the body
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in a given gravitational field, a.g., that at the surface of the earth). These

two quantities, so different according to their definition, are according to

experience measured by one and the same number. Tb.ere must be a deeper reason

for this. The fact can also be described thus 5 ]h a gravitational field dif-

ferent masses receive the same acceleration. Finally, it can also be ex-

pressed thus* Bodies in a gravitational field behave as in^absence of a gra-

vitational field if, in the latter case, the system of reference used is a

uniformly accelerated coordinate system (instead of an inertial system).

There seems, therefore, to be no reason to ban the following inter-

pretation of the latter case. One considers the system as being ”at rest”

and considers the ‘’apparent” gravitational field which exists with respect

to it as a ’’real” one. This gravitational field ’’generated” by the accelera-

tion of the coordinate system would of course be of unlimited extent in such

a way that it could not be caused by gravitational masses in a finite region;

however, if we are looking for a field -like theory, this fact need not deter

us, 7fith this interpretation the inertial system loses its meaning and one

has an ’’explanation” for the equality of heavy and inertial mass (the saiae prop-

erty of matter appears as weight or as inertia depending on the mode of de-

scription) .

Considered formally, the admission of a coordinate system which is

accelerated with respect to the inertial origin of coordinates means the ad-

mission of non-linear coordinate transforma^tions , hence a mighty enlargement

of the idea of invariance, i,e,, the principle of relativity.

First, a penetrating discussion, using the results of the special

theory of relativity, show's that with such a generalization the coordinates
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I

can no longer be interpreted directly as the results of measurings* Only

the coordinate difference together with the field quantities which describe

the gravitational field determine measurable distances between events* After

one has found oneself forced to admit non-linear coordinate transformations

as transformations between equivalent coordinate systems, the simplest demand

appears to admit all continuous coordinate transformations (which form a

grcxip), i.e*, to admit arbitrary curvilinear coordinate systems in which the

fields are described by regular functions (general principle of relativity).

Now it is not difficult to understand why the general principle of

relativity (on the basi s of the equivalence princ iple )
iia.s led to a theory

of gravitation. There is a special kind of spa.ce whose physical structure

(field) we can presume as precisely known on the basis of the special theory

of relativity. This is empty space vrithout electromagnetic field and without

matter* It is completely determined by its ’’metric'* property^ Let dx^, dy^,

dz^, dt^ be the coordinate differences of two infinitesimally near points
o

(events); then

( 1 )
1

2 _ ,

'

2 ^ . 2 2 .^ 2
ds “ dx + ay + az c at

o ‘'o 0 o

is a measurable quantity which is independent of the special choice of the

inertial system. If one introduces in this space the new coordinates

x^, Xg, Xg, x^ through a general transfonaation of coordinates, then the

2
quantity ds for the same pair of points has an expression of the form

( 2 ) ds^ = ^g., dx^dx^
*1

(suanmed for i and k from 1 to 4)

where g^^
= The g^^. which form a ’’symmetric tensor” and are continuous

functions of x^, . . • , x^ then describe according to the ’’principle of equiva-

lence” a gravitational field of a special kind (namely one v/hich can be re-

transformed to the form (1)). BVom Niemann’s investigations on metric spaces

r
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the mathematical properties of thii^J,%|^f]^J%| b^Mp-^^exactly (kiemann-

condition”). However, what we are looking for are the equations satisfied by

’’general” gravitational fields. It is natural to assume that they too can

be described as tensor-fields of the type which in general do not admit

a transformation to the form (1), i.e., which do not satisfy the ’’Riemarm con-

dition”, but vfeaker conditions, which, just as the Riernann condition, are in-

dependent of the choice of coordinates (i.e., are generally invariant). A

simple formal consideration leads to weaker conditions which are closely con-

nected with the Riemarm condition. These conditions are the very equations

of the pure gravitational field (on the outside of matter and at the absence

of an electromagnetic field).

These equations yield hevrton’s equations of gravitational mechanics

as an approximate law and in addition certain small effects which have been

confirmed by observation (deflection of light by the gravitational field of

a star, influence of the gravitational potential on the frequency of emitted

light, slow rotation of the elliptic circuits of planets — perihelian motion

of the planet fercury) . They further yield an explanation for the expanding

motion of galactic systems, Y/hich is manifested by the red-shift of the light

Emitted from these s^-*stems.

The general theory of relativity is as yet incomplete insofar as

it has been able to apply the general principle of relativity satisfactorily

only to gravitational fields, but not to the total field. We do not yet

know, Yd.th certainty, by wha.t mathematical mechanism the total field in space

is to be described amd what the general inve.riant laws are to which this total

field is subject. One thing, however, seems certain? namely, that the general

principle of relativity will prove a necessary and effective tool for the solu-

tion of the problem of the total field.
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. (CRAIK, Mrs. Dinah Maria Mulock, 1826-1887, authoress). A.MS. of her poem,

”At a Tabernacle,” corrected and revised. Octavo, two pages, mounted on an
album -leaf. Eight stanzas of eight lines each, n.p. ,
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“THE ESSENCE OF RELATIVITY”

EINSTEIN, Albert ( 1879-1955, physicist). Original typescript, galley-proofs, and
correspondence relating to his article, "The Essence of the Theory of Relativity,”
prepared for Nelson’s Encyclopedia. Quarto and galley -octavo

,
thirty pages,

Chicago and Princeton, New Jersey, 1946-1948.

$2000. 00

A significant group of papers. On 30 September Walter Dill Scott writes (carbon
copy) to Einstein asking him to contribute "an article, between 750 and 1200 words,
on the Theory of Relativity --the honorarium being five hundred dollars” for a new
edition of Nelson’s Encyclopedia. He explains that "Our cardinal objective is to pro-
vide for the layman a truly useful, readable, accurate, and concise encyclopedia,” and
to this end "we have already the cooperation of approximately 115 outstanding inter-
nationally-known scientists, including such Nobel Laureates as Robert A. Millikan,
Arthur H. Compton, James Franck, George R. Minot, and others.” One 13 November
Scott wrote again (carbon) for Einstein had not replied. Evidently Einstein then
assented through his secretary, Helen Dukas, for Scott acknowledges her letter on
23 December. No later than 8 January 1947, Einstein writes to Dr. Scott (T.L.S. ,

one page, quarto), enclosing the article itself. He asks that his fee be divided between
himself ($400) and his assistant, Ernst G. Straus ($100) who "has made the English
translation from the original German text.

”
"I have to apologize for the fact that the

article is somewhat longer as you have requested (sic),” he concludes, "but I found
it absolutely impossible to give a clear idea of the miatter in a shorter time and in a

simple language.” F.Jo Meine, the editor-in-chief of the project, thanks Einstein

(carbon) on 13 January. Galleys are- now exchanged (see below) and by 1 July 1948
Meine has received "your finally approved galleys”; he submits three alternative ways
of expressing the relationship between atoms, gala:des of stars, and relativity.

Einstein strongly objects (T.L.S.
,
one page, quarto, 4 July 1948) to the statement

that relativity is "vital to an understanding of tiny atoms and their nuclei, &c. ” "for

the reason that the contribution of the theory of relativity to the theory of atoms has
been very modest hitherto. If you like to. write something of this kind I should suggest
f. i. ’has given a deeper understanding of space, time, energy and gravitation. ’”

The original typescript (8 pages, quarto., about 2000 words) is present, with some
half-dozen minor pen-corrections. There are three sets of galleys, the first bearing
publishers’ corrections, the second with at least four changes (eight words) by Einstsin,

and two pages of typed revision of a difficult paragraph, and the last with just one ink-
correction by Einstein, but a crucial one--the insertion of a "not” in the penultimate
sentence. In that instance, moreover, the original MS was considerably altered,
and the negative is missing in the type -script-correction. Meine promises (1 July,
above) to incorporate the change in page -proof.

203 1 EINSTEIN, Albert. T.L.S. ,
one half page, quarto, to F.J. Meine (see above) regard-

ing a proposal that he write an account of Unified Field Theory for The American
People’s Encylcopedia . Princeton, New Jersey, 13 March 1951.

$250.00
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A MAGNIFICENT LETTER

BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett (1806-1861, poet). Splendid, extremely long A.L.S.
(Elizabeth B. Barrett) to Henry F. Chorley, litterateur. Duodecimo, eleven
pages on three sheets. London, 50 Wimpole Street, 7 January 1845.

$1750.00

One of the finest literary letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning extant, discussing
in exuberant detail poetry and poets, the inferiority of female to male writers, female
writers (Mrs. Hemans, Letitia Landon, Ann Bradstreet, George Sand) in particular,
and her own work. Chorley was the biographer of Mrs. Hemans, and, ironically,
’’feminist” to EßB’s ’’submissive” objectivity.

There is no need to quote from this rich text; it is published in full, with reasonabl
accuracy (saving punctuation) in the 1898 Letters, I, 230-233, when it was in the
possession of R. Barrett Browning --although there "sweet mistress Anne” is erron-
eously glossed as ’’Anne (sic) Seward,” not Anne Bradstreet. Cf. G. B. Taplin, The
Life of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (New Haven. 19571. n. 96 and nassim. and D



September 30* X946

Professor Albert Eiiistein
112 Mercer Street
Princeton, Ifew Jersey

Dear Professor Siaste int

It is «ith pleasure timt I ask your cooperation in a ^rthwhile
educational project. Consolidated Book Publishers are engaged in an
tensive revision of the üelson*s Encyclopedia , a forthcoming twenty volume
general x^eferenoe work* Our cardinal objective is to provide for the igy»^

& truly useful, readable, accurate, and concise encyclopedia * To achieve
this end we have already the cooperation of approximately 115 outstanding
internationally^known scientists, including such Bobel Laureates as Robert
A* JSlillikan, Arthur H* Ccmipton, Jaams ETanck, Öeorge R. Minot, and others*

Tour distinguished work in physics encourages us to seek your
cooperation* We would be pleased if you would consider writii^ for us an
article, between 750 and 1200 words, on th©' Theory of Relativity the
honorarium being five hundred dollars ($500 .00} . Such an article will eon-,
stitute one of our major topics, and for the layman will provide an in-
troduction to a topic of tremendous significance.

given your name in any way. We are interested in establishing a sound,
scholarly list of contributors wiiose work and interest will ltelson*s
one of the outstanding encyclopedias *

Trusting that X may have the pleasure of hearing from you about
this matter, 1 remain

I can assure you that no undue or undesirable publicity will be

Sincerely yours.

Walter Dill ocott





Hovemb^r 13 1 l^f6

Professor Albert Einstein
112 Mercer Street
Princeton^ lew Jersey

Dear Professor Einsteins

I would be pleased to learn your decision

in regard to my letter of September 30* In the

event you did not receive the original letter

|

a copy is enclosed herewith* I sincerely hope

that 3TOU will be in a position to cooperate
I

with us on this worthwhile project*

Sincerely 3rours^

?/alter Dill Scott

WDSs¥g
Enc*



September 30 1 19wCOPY

Prb^ssor Albert Einstein
112 leader Street
Princetän^Hew Jersey

Dear ProfessorSE^nsteins

It is with pleasui’^.-J;!^^ I ask your cooperation in a
worthwhile educational naroJeiQt» Consolidated Book Publishers
are engaged in an extedsive r^'vtsion of the Nelson* s Ineyclo-
pedia, a forthcoming^wenty voltmö^^gmeral reference work.
Our cardinal objec^dve is to providei^>3i^he layman a truly
useful, readable^accurate, and concise ^K^^lopedla# To
achieve this epn we have already the cooperative of approxi^
mately 11? ou^tanding internationally-known sel-eQtists,
including swh Nobel Laureates as Robert A. Millikl
Arthur HyCompton, James Franck, George R, Minot, andTi^thers#

mr distingusihed wo5k



December 23 f 19^6

Miss Helen Dnkas
112 Mercer Street
PrincetoHi New Jersey

Dear Miss Dukas:

Please convey to Professor Einstein my

appreciation for his willingness to cooperate

with us by writing an article on the Theory

of Relativity for the Nelson *s Encyclopedia*

Very truly yours,

Walter Dill Scott

WDS:¥G





I

January 13, 19^7

Dr* Albert Einstein
112 Mercer Street
Princeton, Hew Jersey

Dear Dr# linsteini

Thank you for your kind letter of January 8,
and your manuscript on Helatiwity# Payment will
be made as you requested! four hundred dollars
(|400) to youf one hundred dollars (1100) to
Mr# Ernst Ü. Straus#

Our science editor has the manuscript, and
will communicate with you in the very near future

Sincerely yours.

Franklin J* Meine
Edltor-^in-Chief

FJMs¥G





July It 1948

Dr* Albert liostein
1X2 Meroer Street
Prlnoeton, Hew Jersey

Dear Dr* Hinstein:

We are delighted to have your finally ap-
proved galley and the oorrection in your
most recent manuscript« Inserting the
word "not** in the last paragraph will be
carried out and checked in page proof*

We frequently put a special heading on
some of our more important articles, such
as yours, and I \<^fould like to huge your
approval of this heading which we*^^would
like to use:

RKLATIVlTir M&enßß of the Theory

Vi'fel to an understanding of tiny
atiÄ and their nuclei, as well as
of motions of vast, remote galaxies
of stars

We are enclosing a page on which such a
heading appears simply as an example of
the way it looks*

Naturally we would not want to use any head-
ing for your article which would not meet
with your approval*

Sincerely yours.

fjra:ka Fi^aaklin J. !^©ine
Sdi t ur-in-€hiet





A revolutionary advance in fundamental

physical theory with vital applications to

remote galaxies and to interiors of atoms









July 4,1048

Fr.Jranklin J.lleine
kditor-in-Ghie f

^mericcin People’s Pncy clopedi

a

154 P'0 ,jui chigan Ave,
Chi cago ,111.

rV^.. -®v,

d e ar I'-: r . I .. e i n e ;

The remark you proposed ’’ vital to an

understanding of tiny atoms and their nuclei, as

well as of motions of vast, remote galaxies of

stars” seems to me not acceptahle for the reason

that the contrihution of the theorv o-o relativi+v

to the theory of htoras ha.s heen very raodest hitherto.

If you like to vvrite something of this kind I should

suggest f.i. ”has given a deeper understanding of

space, time, energy and gravitation”.

Sincere l^r yours.

Albert Einstein.
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experi-^
strips^

History^<Jbseph Monier, a Parisian gardener, is
often cr^ited with the introducifen of reinforced
conc^, but the idea of u^^ steel and iron to
supplement the strength a#**^oncrete was not the
product of a single rn^^n Scores of engineers and

i.-'craftsmen took part^fm the early experiments and
later developmeqö^
The first exg^ment of which there is a complete

record wascg^ucted by Sir Marc Isambard Brunel
in Londc^ttngland, in 1832. Brunei was building a
tunneUffider the Thames River and built an

cement, using stii|

ho^-iron and wood for reinforcement. All earfj^i^e-
lopment work was done in Europe

iritain. The use of reinforced concret^jflff walls,
roofs, beams, and arches had progres^^ar before
much attention was paid to its in America.
Monier, perhaps the best known early experi-
menters, received a patent in on a method of
reinforcing concrete with ir^^ire mesh. Other in-
ventors patented various af^hods.

In the Enited State^^^mong the earliest examples
of experimental const^ction with reinforced concrete
is a house in PortOgbster, N.Y., built by W. E. Ward
in 1871 and 18i^Interior and exterior walls, floors,
and roof w^gi'^uilt of concrete, the bottom of the
beams being*reinforced with light I beams. The first
remfora^concrete bridge in the United States is
belie^O to have been a small one built in
ParJ^^n Brooklyn in 1871.

^
'eyelopments and Applications. The

^ .
'ortant practical applications of reinforced ^IBhcrete

^ for building construction were promoted oniifc Pacific
‘ coast by E. L. Ransome, beginning abu^ffl874. He

first used old wire cable and hoop-iM<nor reinforce-
ment. In 1884 he took out a pata^fon a deformed
bar, made by twisting a squ^^ar. He built the
famous Leland Stanford, JnjMuseum at Palo Alto,
which came through the IJgCearthquake with minor
damage. An addition tmfrfie borax works at Alameda,
Calif, which RansomT built in 1889, is said to be
the first exampl^^^i ribbed floor construction in
America.
Joseph MeJ,^, an Austrian, was. the inventor of a

system of enforcing concrete with specially designed
structur^i^hapes

j his system was introduced into the
Unite*r States by an Austrian associate, Fritz En^*

, about 1893. A paper describing the M^fl
system, delivered by Emperger before the Anrfroian
nciety of Civil Engineers in 1894, is said JiÄe the

first detailed technical description of the^fe' of rein-
forced concrete for bridges ever given is^is country.
One of the most notable of all reia|^ed concrete

bridges is the Tunkhannock Vi.^^uct, among the
largest concrete bridges in the It is 2,375 feet
long, rises 300 feet above its^ündations, bedded in
solid rock, and required 14^00 cubic yards of con-
crete. This bridge was hgfflt in 1912-1914.
Other notable reinf^ced concrete bridges in the

United States inclue^he Capplen Memorial Arch
Bridge at Minneapolis; the Bay Bridge at San Fran-
cisco, the Lake .f%ntchartrain Bridge .in Louisiana;
the James Ri^' Bridge at .Newport News, the Two
Mile Viaduct Long Key, Fla., and the Lake Wash- ^ington PMfcon Bridge at Seattle, Wash. The five.^'
span Ge^e Westinghouse Bridge at East Pittsburg|t, -

Pa., one of the longest concrete arches in^he
cou^y, 460 feet with a rise of 156 feet. Butj^ease
in^e number and size of American bri^^^is not
t^ most important contribution to bc^^building
'esulting from the development of reinttreed concret^

'Equally important has been im^^ement in the
architectural design of bridges, possible by the
use of concrete that can be jfcMe to assume any
intricate shape, form, or t^^^re conceived by the
designer. Improvement i^^ architectural appear-
ance of bridges has bep^most notable during the

.

past 25 years.
.

The first skyscran^ype reinforced concrete build-
ing to be erected inThe United States was the 16 -story
Ingalls Building^^^ in Cincinnati, Ohio, designed by
William P. Apaerson and completed in 1903. Originalj
plans for t^e building had called for structural st^
construclfdn, but slow deliveries of steel led t^c-
ceptimö^ of Anderson’s proposal to use reifl^ced
con^te. Since that time thousands of la^e rein-
fq/ced concrete buildings have been cojjP&ucted in
,^ery part of the country, includin^^me of the

4 largest schools, hospitals, hotels, jp^blic buildings,
office buildings, and factories in tb^orld. A numl^;r
of the great dams such as Ho«!^r Dam and Grand
Coulee Dam are of reinforco^oncrete.

„ TT ^ Herbert C. PersonjL
Bibliog. H. Sutherlaiid^rid^ R. C. R^'ese, liurodaction io

Reinforced Concrete Desigju^9Al)); G. A. Hool and W. S.
Kinne, Reinjorced Concr^'and Masonry Structures (1944); W. S
Gray, Reinforced C^ete Water Towers, Bunkers, Silos, and
Gantries (1944); Qj^. Dunham, Theory and Practice of Rein-
orced Concrete

REINIL^EDT, MAX, real name Max Goldmann,
_1873-19,4C Austrian theatrical producer, was
in Ba^. Beginning as a character actor, he b

manager of the Kleine,
ter’s cabaret Schall Rauch
and director of^He Neues
Theater by 19Qa^n 1905, as
director of thjFKammerspiele
and the Da^Rsches Theater, he
began JrfTmake stage history

impressionistic pro-
durflons of Shakespeare, Mo-

Gorki, Wilde, Strind-
Wedekind, and Shaw.

In the summer he managed
the Salzburg Festspielhaus,
producing each season the old
mystery play, Everyman. His
production of Karl V ollmM

jer’s Q^tomime, The Miracle, in 1912 establish^iCis
.ation internationally; and when the Na^j^^orced
to leave Germany in 1932, he wen^((#Mondon

stage A Midsummer Night’s Dreamjgj^'cics Oxford
University Dramatic Society. Twovaffs later he went
to America to supervise the fihai^rsion of A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream and in he produced Franz
Werfel’s The Eternal Road York.
REJECTION, PA^wff^AL. See Parenthood.
RELATIVE HU^ITOITY, PERCENTAGE OF,

a term indicatin^Jife moisture content of any atmos-
phere per unit Uf^ht as compared to the total amount
that could l^contained by the atmosphere at its

particula^^mperature. Saturation at any tempera-
ture i^^wen as 100 per cent. In contrast, absolute
humi^ indicates the moisture content in grains of

iture per cubic foot of dry air. See Air Gondi-
^>ning; Heating and Ventilation; Humidity;

RELATIVITY. The Essence of the Theory of
Relativity. Mathematics deals exclusively with the
relations of concepts to each other without considera-
tion of their relation to experience. Physics, too, deals
with mathematical concepts; however, these concepts
attain physical content only by the clear determina-
tion of their relation to the objects of experience. This
jn particular is the case for the concepts of motion,
space, time.

The theory of relativity is that physical theory
which is based on a consistent physical interpreta-
tion of these three concepts. The name “theory
of relativity” is connected with the fact that motion,
from the point of view of possible experience, always
appears as the relative motion of one object with re-
spect to another (e.g., of a car with respect to the
ground, or the earth with respect to the sun and the
fixed stars). Motion is never observable as “motion
with respect to space” or, as it has been expressed, as
“absolute motion.” The “principle of relativity” in
Its widest sense is contained in the statement: The
totality of physical phenomena is of such a character
that it gives no basis for the introduction of the coiT-
cept of “absolute motion”

;
or, shorter but less precise

:

There is no absolute motion.
It might seem that our insight would gain little

from such a negative statement. In reality, however,
it is a strong restriction for the (conceivable) laws of
nature. In this sense there exists an analogy between
the theory of relativity and thermodynamics. The
latter, too, is based on a negative statement; “There
exists no perpetuum mobile.”
The development of the theory of relativity pro-

ceeded in two steps, “special theory of relativity” and
“general theory of relativity.” The latter presumes
the validity of the former as a limiting case and is its

consistent continuation.

Special Theory of Relativity
Physical Interpretation of Space and Time in

Classical Mechanics. Geometry, from a physical
standpoint, is the totality of laws according to which
rigid bodies mutually at rest can be placed with
respect to each other (e.g., a triangle consists of three
rods whose ends touch permanently). It is assumed
that with such an interpretation the Euclidean laws
are valid. “Space” in this interpretation is in prin-
ciple an infinite rigid body (or skeleton) to which the
position of all other bodies is related (body of refer-
ence). Analytic geometry (Descartes) uses as the body
of reference, which represents space, three mutually
p irpendicular rigid rods on which the “co-ordinates”
(<, y, z) of space points are measured in the known
manner as perpendicular projections (with the aid of
a rigid unit-measure).
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Simultaneity. Physics deals with “events” in space

and time. To each event belongs, besides its place

co-ordinates x, y, z, a time value t. The latter was
considered measurable by a clock (ideal

'
periodic

process) of negligible spatial extent. This clock C is to

be considered at rest at one point of the co-ordinate

system, e.g., at the co-ordinate origin (x = y = z=0).
The time of an event taking place at a point P(x, y, z)

is then defined as the time shown on the clock C
simultaneously with the event. Here the concept

“simultaneous” was assumed as physically meaning-
ful without special definition. This is a lack of exact-

1 ness which seems harmless only since, with the help

of light (whose velocity is practically infinite from the

point of view of daily experience), the simultaneity of

spatially distant events can apparently be decided

immediately.
The special theory of relativity removes this lack

of precision by defining simultaneity physically with

the use of light signals. The time t of the event in P
is the reading of the clock C at the time of arrival

of a light signal emitted from the event, corrected

with respect to the time needed for the light signal

to travel the distance. This correction presumes (pos-

tulates) that the velocity of light is constant.

This definition reduces the concept of simultaneity

of spatially distant events to that of the simultaneity

of events happening at the same place (coincidence),

namely the arrival of the light signal at G and the

reading of C.
Inertial Systems and the L-Principle. Classical

mechanics is based on Galileo’s principle: A body is

in rectilinear and uniform motion as long as other

bodies do not act on it. This statement cannot be valid

for arbitrary moving systems of co-ordinates. It can

claim validity only for so-called “inertial systems.”

Inertial systems are in rectilinear and uniform motion

with respect to each other. In classical physics laws

claim validity only with respect to all inertial systems

(special principle of relativity).

It is now easy to understand the dilemma which has

led to the special theory of relativity. Experience and
theory have gradually led to the conviction that light

in empty space always travels with the same velocity

c independent of its color and the state of motion of

the source of light (principle of the constancy of the

velocity of light—in the following referred to as “L-
principle”). Now elementary intuitive considerations

seem to show that the same light ray cannot move with

respect to all inertial systems with the same velocity c.

The L-principle seems to contradict the special prin-

ciple of relativity.

It turns out, however, that this contradiction is

only an apparent one which is based essentially on

the prejudice about the absolute character of time or, _
rather, of the simultaneity of distant events. We just

saw that x, y, z and t of an event can, for the moment,
be defined only with respect to a certain chosen sys-

tem of co-ordinates (inertial system). The transfor-

mation of the X, y, z, t of events which has to be

carried out with the passage from one inertial system

to another (co-ordinate transformation), is a problem
which cannot be solved without special physical as-

sumptions. However, the following postulate is exactly

sufficient for a solution: The L-principle holds for all

inertial systems (application of the special principle of

relativity to the L-principle). The transformations

thus defined, which are linear in x, y, z, t, are called

Lorentz transformations. Lorentz transformations are

formally characterized by the demand that the ex-

pression
dx^ dy^ -L dz'*— cMt^,

which is formed from the co-ordinate-differences dx,

dy, dz, dt of two infinitely close events, be invariant

(i.e., that through the transformation it goes over

into the same expression formed from the co-ordinate

differences in the new system).

With the help of the Lorentz transformations the

special principle of relativity can be expressed thus:

The laws of nature are invariant with respect to

Lorentz-transformations (i.e., a law of nature does

not change its form if one introduces into it a new
inertial system with the help of a Lorentz -transforma-
tion on X, y, z, t).

Results of the Special Theory of Relativity. The
special theory of relativity has led to a clear under-
standing of the physical concepts of space and time
and in connection with this to a recognition of the

behavior of moving measuring rods and clocks. It

has in principle removed the concept of absolute

simultaneity and thereby also that of instantaneous
action at a distance in the sense of Newton. It has

shown how the law of motion must be modified in

dealing with motions that are not negligibly small as

compared with velocity of light. It has led to a formal

clarification of Maxwell’s equations of the electro-

magnetic field; in particular it has led to an under-
standing of the essential oneness of the electric and the

magnetic field. It has unified the laws of conservation

of momentum and of energy into one single law and !

has demonstrated the equivalence of mass and energy. 1

From a formal point of view one may characterize the '

achievement of the special theory of relativity thus : it

has shown generally the role which the universal con-
stant c (velocity of light) plays in the laws of nature
and has demonstrated that there exists a close connec-
tion between the form in which time on the one hand -

and the spatial co-ordinates on the other hand enter

into the laws of nature.

General Theory of Relativity

The special theory of relativity retained the basis

of classical mechanics in one fundamental point,

namely the statement: The laws of nature are valid

only with respect to inertial systems. The “permissi-

ble” transformations for the co-ordinates (i.e., those

which leave the form of the laws unchanged) are

exclusively the (linear) Lorentz-transformations. Is this

restriction really founded in physical facts? The fol-

lowing argument convincingly denies it.

Principle of Equivalence. A body has an inertial

mass (resistance to acceleration) and a heavy mass
(which determines the weight of the body in a given

gravitational field, e.g., that at the surface of the

earth). These two quantities, so different according
to their definition, are according to experience meas-
ured by one and the same number. There must be a

deeper reason for this. The fact can also be described

thus: In a gravitational field different masses receive

the same acceleration. Finally, it can also be expressed

thus: Bodies in a gravitational field behave as in the

absence of a gravitational field if, in the latter case,

the system of reference used is a uniformly accelerated

co-ordinate system (instead of an inertial system).

There seems, therefore, to be no reason to ban the

following interpretation of the latter case. One con-

siders the system as being “at rest” and considers the

“apparent” gravitational field which exists with re-

spect to it as a “real” one. This gravitational field

“generated” by the acceleration of the co-ordinate

system would of course be of unlimited extent in such

a way that it could not be caused by gravitational

masses in a finite region; however, if we are looking

for a fieldlike theory, this fact need not deter us. With
this interpretation the inertial system loses its mean-
ing and one has an “explanation” for the equality

of heavy and inertial mass (the same property of

matter appears as weight or as inertia depending on
the mode of description).

Considered formally, the admission of a co-ordinate

system which is accelerated with respect to the original

“inertial” co-ordinates means the admission of non-
linear co-ordinate transformations, hence a mighty
enlargement of the idea of invariance, i.e., the prin-

ciple of relativity.

First, a penetrating discussion, using the results of

the special theory of relativity, shows that with such

a generalization the co-ordinates can no longer be
interpreted directly as the results of measurements.
Only the co-ordinate difference together with the field

quantities which describe the gravitational field deter-

mine measurable distances between events. After one
has found oneself forced to admit nonlinear co-

ordinate transformations as transformations between
equivalent co-ordinate systems, the simplest demand
appears to admit all continuous co-ordinate transfor-

mations (which form a group), i.e., to admit arbitrary

curvilinear co-ordinate systems in which the fields are

described by regular functions (general principle of

relativity)

.
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Gravitation in the General Theory of Relativity.

Now it is not difficult to understand why the general

principle of relativity (on the basis oj the equivalence

principle) has led to a theory of gravitation. There is a

special kind of space whose physical structure (field)

we can presume as precisely known on the basis of

the special theory of relativity. This is empty space

without electromagnetic field and without matter. It

is completely determined by its “metric” property:

Let dxo, dyo, dzo, dto be the co-ordinate differences of

two infinitesimally near points (events)
;
then

(1) ds^ = dxo^ + dyo“ + dzo“ — c“dto“

is a measurable quantity which is independent of the

special choice of the inertial system. If one introduces

in this space the new co-ordinates xi, X 2 ,
xs, X4 through

a general transformation of co-ordinates, then the

quantity ds“ for the same pair of points has an expres-

sion of the form
(2) ds“ = Xgikdx'dxk

(summed for i and k from 1 to 4) where gik = gki-

The gik which form a “symmetric tensor” and are

continuous functions of xi, . . . ,
X4 then describe ac-

cording to the “principle of equivalence” a gravita-

tional field of a special kind (namely one which cap
be retransformed to- the form (1)). From Riemann’s
investigations on metric spaces the mathematical
properties of this gik field can be given exactly (“Rie-

mann -condition”). However, what we are looking for

are the equations satisfied by “general” gravitational

fields. It is natural to assume that they, too, can be de-
scribed as tensor-fields of the type gik, which in

general do not admit a transformation to the form

(1), i.e., which do not satisfy the “Riemann con-
dition,” but weaker conditions, which, just as the

Riemann condition, are independent of the choice of

co-ordinates (i.e., are generally invariant). A simple

formal consideration leads to weaker conditions which
are closely connected with the Riemann condition.

These conditions are the very equations of the pure
gravitational field (on the outside of matter and at

the absence of an electromagnetic field).

Experimental Verifications of the General The-
ory of Relativity. These equations yield Newton’s
equations of gravitational mechanics as an approxi-

mate law and in addition certain small effects which
have been confirmed by observation (deflection of

light by the gravitational field of a star, influence of

the gravitational potential on the frequency of emitted

light, slow rotation of the elliptic circuits of planets

—

perihelian motion of the planet Mercury). They fur-

ther yield an explanation for the expanding motion
of galactic systems, which is manifested by the red-

shift of the light emitted from these systems.

The general theory of relativity is as yet incomplete
insofar as while it leads to a well-defined theory of the

gravitational field it doe^Setermine sufficiently the

theory of the total field (which includes the electro-

magnetic field). The reason for this is the fact that the

general field laws are not sufficiently determined by
the general principle of relativity alone.

Albert Einstein

US.













E. WEIL 28. LITCHFIELD WAY, LONDON, N.W.l 1

Felbruary 22nd, 194?

Dear Mr »Dinner,

I^ave jxjst acquired an Einstein autograph Mb» of unusual
interest aM thought I would let you know first of all.

It is the original IB in Einstein’s hand,with numerous
corrections (and even two ink-stains) on six numbered folio leaves
to the item 149 of my Einstein bibliography (copy enclosed) which
was published at Berlin in 1925, Although autographs of Einstein
are not rare, a complete m dealing with the theory of relativity

certainly uncommon.

.

Although it starts i^’Herr Eddington und Herr Courant habenmich au. gefordert.,” it is not signed at the end. But I believe itwould not De difficult for you to get Einstein to sign this authenticK if he hears that it will he incorporated in your collection.

v. • 4-

priced the IB. with S' 180.- and if you would
it.hefore deciding upon its acquisition, I will

hoÄtif r""
inspection. I will not show it t^aLhody until I have heard from you and I reiaain.daar lir.Dihnar

^

Yours s incerely





E. WEIL 28, LITCHFIELD WAY. LONDON, N.W.l 1

Al^bert Einstein. A BlTDliography of his Scientific Papers 1901«1930»

No. 149. 1925 Eddingtons Pheorie wid Hamiltonsches Prinzip.
"Aiihang” to "Eelativitaetstheorie in mathematischer
Behandlung" A.S .Eddington, Carahridge* Authorised
translation hy Ostrowski and Harry Scmidt. Berlin,
t) .S pringer, 1925.
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DC WILHELM F. BONWITT

Letter from A, Einstein to A. Sommerfeld, dated Bern,
29 September I909

Esteemed Professor Sommerfeld:

I feel compelled to thank you for your great kindness. In

particular I will never forget the way you took care of

me Thursday evening. Incidentally, it was merely an upset

stomach; it seems that my very regular way of life has

apparently pampered my stomach.

I can well understand that your students are so fond of

you. Such a wonderful relationship between teacher and

students is unique; I certainly want to take you as an

example.

The treatment of the uniformly rotating rigid body seems

quite important in view of an expansion of the Principle

of Relativity to include uniformly rotating systems. I

have tried to express similar thoughts in the last para-

graph of my treatise on uniformly accelerated straight

motion, as published in the Journal for Radioactivity.

I am quite concerned about your statement whereby the

differential quotient of the photoelectric energy r is

only exactly one half of what it was to be expected. If

this is borne out than it means the end of the arrangement

of the energy of light around discreet points moving with

the speed of light. One would then be forced to find

another explanation for the dependence of the entropy of

radiation of the total amount of radiation. I am very

curious to learn about the accuray of these experiments.

With cordial greetings,

your devoted

A. Einstein













TTaBsau Point, den 3. September 1939

Prof* Pel ix Shrenhaft
103 Felrose Ave.
lovva City, Iowa

Lieber Herr Ehrenhaft s

^ ^

habe nun auch das zweite Manus-
kript gelesen und :^^inde den Inhalt recht interessant* ITunein paar offene Bemerkungen zur Sache«

Ziel des Experimental-Physikers
ist nicht nur, reproduzierbare Erfahrung's -Ergebnisse zu er-zielen. ^Es sollen auch die determinierenden ^^^aktoren so ein-fach sein aks möglich, damit man Elementargesetze daraus ab-leiten kann, die man auf andere Situationen anwenden kann,

_ ^
wir won diesem Standpunkt dieIhooopnorese ansehen, so erscheinen folgende determinier-Pnd

e

Eaktoren;

1: Teilchen won bestimirter Substanz (und Ladung"?)
und bestimmtem Kugelradius,
Strahlenfeld mit S trahlrichtung,
Inhomogenität des Strahlungsfeldes.
Matur und Dichte des umgeben, den Gases,

o

3
4

Purde die auf das Teilchen wirkende Kraft von allen 4 Fakto-ren Y/esentlich abhängen, so hätten wir ein Phänomen vor uns,dessen kausale Analyse nahezu hoffnungslos kom.pliziert wäre«
es, dass Punkt 4) wesentlich ist, Wenigstens

wj.rd ...les bezüglich der Gasdichte behauptet, die sogar -eü-^ dasVorzeichen des Effektes in manchen Eällen massgehenf sein sollPU dass 3) einen Einfluss hat, weissich nicht, iiuch dies wir de die Aussichten auf eine Erkenntnisder wesentlichen ’Faktoren wesentlich erschweren. Punkt 4) ist

Mm E ^yenlfpchsten in Hinhlick auf eine einigermassen ein-fache Deutung des ganzen Phänom.ens, weil er die molekularen
Zusainnenstosse^rait dem Teichen als wesentlich erscheinen läss'
j'i ehe nur die '.emperatur-Dif-serenzen sondern auch jene des

. etraent, unn das Phänomen mirde als überaus komnlizie-terradiometrischer Effekt aufzufassen sein.
-er





2- Prof .Ehrenhaft, Iwoa City. 3.9.39

v/as au'f' nich den neieten Eindruck gemacht hat, das

ist die zusätzliche Kraft, die durch schwache transwersale

IJapnetfelder erzeugt wird. Dies riecht mehr nach etwas ^lernen a-

rem. Kan sollte jedenfalls herauszuhringen versuchen, auch

dieser Effekt von Hatur und Dichte des Gases ahhangt. i.enn^es

nicht der Kall wäre, würde es mit den gegenwartit,en

ShysJla liscren Ideei bestimmt keine Erklärung

Lr Gaseinfluss dominieren, so wurde es sich ™
einen durch einen komplizierten Zwischenvo rgang (uotation des

Teilchens?!/ bedingten radiometrischen Prozess handeln.

Koch zwei Eenierkungenx über Einzelheiten;

allgemeinen Standpunkt gar nicht g^

PS Pin unendlich unwahrscheinlicher Grenzfall vvare. .äs ..cneinr

also, dass Sie den in der ersten Arbeit getretenen otan.pg.

Sutung“ ^rsTlfe'neL'fe^rtheoSLhfr^^hLu^g der” in der

SSfk“jsncM=n rhä„„™,

S’’»«öhiyine?4n’T“;bl.,e, Kn «.lU«.
auf der Börse aus
suchen.

den T^ax^-vell'schen Gleichungen herzureiten ver-

Ereundlich grüsst Sie

Ihr

gkf. cU^ ^
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ALBERT EINSTEIN
BERLIN W,
HABEKLANDSTK. «

Caputh h , j: otsdam j aids tr. 7/8

-lerrn Ur. inp.Amin joiner
r Ü n n j (i , o . .

hova 36

8ehr geehrter Herr!

I cii danHe Ilmen lierzlich für die Ucberssndung des unp^e-’

L..ein X 11 1 e re s o an b e 11 x,..cjCii* fjClien .briefest d.eii icli nit ihrer .‘.Jr..'.an "bn is he**

halte, amen irrendwie bedeutsanen Briefwechsel nit l..ach hatte ich nicht

,i

O

j.iI C..O0 I n.a, b j.acn durch seine achriften auf meine lJnt''jic''ilu.nr erlielo”

lichen -uinfluss rehaot, Ohjhemmn ihe ' oit meine Lehensarhei t dadurch ^

oeeiiiilussb vmrde , ist mir selber unmöglich, herauszufinden. Hach hat

sich in seinen letzten Jahren mit der ^Relativitätstheorie befasst und

s.lCii i^ogar in einer iorrede zu einer späteren xiusrabe eines seiner

erhe x,ie.,lich scnroif ablehnend gegen die ^Relativitätstheorie ausr^

spro chen. US Hann aber Hairn einen iiweifel unterl i epenj dass dies eine

Holge von durch das x.lter V( miriderter uufnahinel^ähigHe i t gewesen ist,

da die ganze .:.>enHri chtiiing dieser Theorie der --aclHsclien Honforn ist,

so d&ss d.aoh mit aecht als Vorläufer der allremeinen olatiTitätstheorie

betrachtet wird. Ich habe dies in einem hmst T'ach frevfidmeten AirSsatz

vAwolini,, o.er i/or vielen .Jehren in den "We tutvTi ssens chaften'-‘ erschienen
ist*

-iireund lie ii grü s s t S i e

Ihr








